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The Emperor Qianlong.
Four versions of this painting, known as  “One or Two” 
exist, painted between 1745-1780. The most famous is in 
the Palace Museum. Ink and color on paper.  75 x 150 cm. 



• Si Ma Guang
• Historian and magistrate 

during the Northern Song 
Dynasty is well-known for 
the famous anecdote 
which relates how, as a 
young boy, he saved his 
playmate  from drowning 
when he fell into a large 
vat filled with water. Ma 
Guang kept his cool and 
smashed the vat with a 
stone.  

Famille rose bowl , Tongzhi mark & period 



Wang Xizhi 
• Revered as the Sage of 

calligraphy, lived during 
the eastern Jin Dynasty of 
the Six Dynasties. He 
mastered his calligraphy 
skills by watching/
mimicking  the graceful 
way geese moved their 
necks.

Famille rose bowl, Tongzhi mark & period 



Tao Yuan Ming,
• A major poet of the Six 

Dynasties who lived from the 
Eastern Jin to Song Period. He 
left civil and military service to 
escape politics and seek a life 
of seclusion, living in the 
countryside, farming, reading 
and writing poems.

• One of his well-known poems 
“Drinking Wine” relates him 
plucking chrysanthemums.

Famille rose bowl , Tongzhi mark & period 



Zhu Ge Liang
• A master strategist of the 

late Han Dynasty who is 
regarded as one of the 
wisest men in Chinese 
history. 

• He won many battles 
against Cao Cao and Shu 
Qian during the reign of the 
Emperor Liu Bei.  

• He is often depicted 
carrying a fan made of crane 
feathers to remind him not 
to be tempted by things of 
an attractive appearance.

Famille rose bowl, Tongzhi mark & period 



Tongzhi Mark, Late Qing Period.

Interior of  bowl shows a pair of peaches, a bat, 
and swallows -- all propitious good luck symbols

Famille rose bowl, Tongzhi mark & period 









Large kitchen Qing dish 
with character ‘fu’ (福) 
within turned lines and five 
cloud scrolls on the cavetto. 
Exterior with turned lines 
below the rim and on the 
waist. Milky blue thin glaze 
over underglaze blue 
decorations on brown 
biscuit. Firing band on well 
and footrest. Recessed 
base. Very heavily potted.

Ht. 7.2cm, D. 28.2cm, 
Swatow ware (1985 Medan)



Bulbous lime pot in form of 
standing elephant with 
modelled head, carriage and 
tail. Rhombs, jabbed and 
pendant decorations. Brown 
glaze on gray biscuit short of 
belly and foot. (Ear & carriage 
restored.)

Ht. 13cm; D. 16cm; Khmer 12C
(Oct 97, Bangkok, River City 
Auction House)



Two-glazes on a globular pot with 
flanged mouth, tiered neck, 
compressed body and tiered foot. 
Rhombs and turned lines on neck and 
shoulder and bands on vertical lines 
on body. Crazed pale green glaze 
from neck, then brown glaze on 
reddish gray biscuit falling short of 
foot. Concave base.

H. 19cm; C. 21 cm; Khmer 11-12C 
(Dec 98 Preak Kedam)



Large bulbous covered box 
with underglaze iron and 
brown decorations. Three-
tiered lotus knobs on raised 
platform and splayed foot. 
Short incised radiating lines 
and scrolled floral patterns on 
carved center medallion; large 
band of similar scroll pattern 
within turned lines on body. 
Blue tint glaze, except dark 
brown top on gray biscuit. 
Unglazed recessed base with 
pontil mark. Tiny pierced hole 
on cover.

Ht. 14.5cm; D. 15.5cm; Thai (Si 
Satchanalai), 14-15C, (1985 
Jkt.)





Emperor Chenghua (r. 1465-1487)





仿宋天⽬目茶茶盌 (Imitation of Song dynasty Tenmoku bowl)



ACM Dehua flute

FLUTE
China, Dehua, 17th or 18th century
Marked: 鳳鳴 (call of the phoenix)



The carp that 
turned into a 
dragon

High-relief carved 
porcelain brush pot 
(Tuici, 堆瓷)

Famille verte

Daoguang Reign 
(1821-50)

with three-colour 
overglaze (green, 
aubergine and 
yellow)



Width: 7 cm

Stoneware, thick celadon glaze on 
top half only, unglazed bottom half



14 cm length



Purchased Jakarta (2006). A similar piece mentioned in 
Vietnam from Myth to Modernity, ed. H. Tan 2008, p. 96. 
Illustrated in Treasures from the Hoi An Hoard, 
Butterfields Catalogue, Vol. 2, 2000, p. 224.

With dragonfly. Stoneware, Le Dynasty, 15C. Small 
peach-shaped B&W water dropped. 3.5 x 7 cm



Courtesy: Art Gallery NSW



Cingpay Song Dynasty (?)  water dropper with man holding bird-shaped spout, h 8.5 cm



Stoneware water dropper, possibly Changsha (Tang Dynasty), h 6 cm 



Yue ware, water dropper in the shape of a hulu doublegourd, h 8.5 cm



3-legged water dropper with the cover acting as a pipette, Song (?) Dynasty, h 10.5 cm
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